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Abstract:
In sign language research, we understand little about articulatory factors
involved in shaping phonemic boundaries or the amount (and articulatory
nature) of acceptable phonetic variation between handshapes. To date, there
exists no comprehensive analysis of handshape based on the quantitative
measurement of joint angles during sign production. The purpose of our work
is to develop a methodology for collecting and visualizing quantitative
handshape data in an attempt to better understand how handshapes are
produced at a phonetic level. In this pursuit, we seek to quantify the flexion
and abduction angles of the finger joints using a commercial data glove
(CyberGlove; Immersion Inc.). We present calibration procedures used to
convert raw glove signals into joint angles. We then implement those
procedures and evaluate their ability to accurately predict joint angle. Finally,
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we provide examples of how our recording techniques might inform current
research questions.
Keywords: sign language, phonetics, phonology, dataglove, articulation.

1 Introduction
In sign language research, an understanding of the articulatory
factors involved in shaping phonemic boundaries in handshape is still
in its infancy. While there exists a small body of work comparing the
anatomical structure of the hand with linguistic handshape distribution
in sign languages (e.g. Mandel, 1979, 1981; Boyes Braem, 1990; Ann,
1993, 2006; Greftegreff, 1993), no comprehensive analysis of
handshape thus far has been based on quantitative measurement of
joint angles during sign production. Furthermore, very little is
understood about the amount (and articulatory nature) of phonetic
variation that exists in the production of visually similar handshapes,
whether it be by a single signer, across signers, or cross-linguistically.
Although many researchers have discussed the phonological
inventories of handshape in their respective sign languages, very few
studies thus far have attempted to look at the different types of
phonetic variation within or across phonemic categories. This dearth of
phonetic research is partly due to limitations in the technology
available to researchers for quantifying variation in handshape
formation. Until recently, comparison of handshapes could only be
done observationally using video images. Consequently, even in cases
where phonetic analyses were attempted, variation was grouped into
categories based on visual characteristics (e.g. position of the thumb
relative to the fingers) rather than on quantitative measurements. For
example, Klima & Bellugi (1979), in a cross-linguistic repetition study,
noted subtle phonetic differences in the “closed fist handshape” ( )
between American Sign Language (ASL) and Chinese Sign Language
users, but they could only express the differences qualitatively:
“Whereas the ASL handshape…is relaxed, with fingers loosely curved
as they close against the palm, in the CSL handshape…the fingers
were folded over onto the palm and were rigid, not curved” (161–
162). Similarly, Lucas, Bayley & Valli (2001) studied phonetic variation
in ASL signs that used a ‘1’ ( ) handshape across grammatical,
phonological and social contexts. While this study was quantitative
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from a sociolinguistic perspective, the handshape variants themselves
were coded (out of necessity) based on visually salient categories (e.g.
thumb extended, unselected fingers relaxed) instead of being
quantified using reproducible measurements of joint angle.
Quantifiable information about the nature of these variations
could help support (or refute) hypotheses, refine phonemic categories,
and increase our understanding about the contexts in which variants
occur. Most importantly, because quantitative measurements such as
joint angle are reproducible, utilizing them in phonetic research allows
for more accurate comparisons within and across subjects, as well as
greater information-sharing (and testing of results) within the research
community. While useful in a general sense, phonetic comparisons
based on visual observation (no matter how detailed) unavoidably
contain a certain degree of subjectivity on the part of the
researchers/coders involved. In addition, coding methods tend to vary
across projects reducing the reproducibility of results. The ability to
use actual measurements while studying handshape variation would be
a boon for the research community as a whole.
With recent advancements in motion capture technology, one
might expect to see a steadily growing body of literature on the
phonetic analysis of handshape; however, this is not yet the case. In
fact, thus far we have found only one study (other than our own) that
utilizes recent technological advances to collect quantitative
handshape data in sign languages. Cheek (2001) used a 3-D camera
system and infrared markers to study coarticulation between ASL signs
using or
. She did so via an examination of pinky extension, which
was measured as the distance between markers placed at the fingertip
and the wrist. Although this work did not look at joint angle, per se, it
was (to our knowledge) the first attempt at quantitative—and
therefore reproducible—measurement of handshape variation. While
some sign language researchers have had success using camera
systems like Cheek’s to collect detailed phonetic data involving
kinematic movements and locations (e.g. Wilcox 1992, Cormier 2002,
Tyrone & Mauk 2010, Grosvald & Corina and Mauk this issue), using
them for a detailed study of handshape can be problematic due to the
number of markers needed to measure each joint. Furthermore, there
is a high likelihood that the markers will be occluded from the
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cameras’ view as the fingers overlap each other or as the hand is
moved into different locations and orientations.
It is for these reasons that we have chosen to utilize a different
kind of technology in this pursuit. Unlike camera-based systems,
glove-based data systems (such as the CyberGlove discussed in this
work; CyberGlove Systems, formerly Virtual Technologies Inc.) allow
one to collect data from all finger joints continuously, regardless of the
position of the fingers in relation to each other or the hand in relation
to the body. This freedom makes data glove systems useful in a wide
range of applications, including information visualization/data
manipulation, robotic control, arts and entertainment (e.g. computer
animation, video games), medical applications (e.g. motor
rehabilitation) and control for wearable/portable computers (see
Dipietro, Sabatini & Dario 2008 for a review). Especially relevant for
this work are the growing number of applications involving sign
languages and those related to motor analysis (cf. Mosier et al. 2005;
Liu & Scheidt 2008; Liu et al. 2011)
Since our ultimate goal is studying joint angle variation found in
handshape data, we began by reviewing the literature for research
that used data gloves (and more specifically the CyberGlove) as joint
measuring devices. We found very few. The vast majority of data
glove applications require only visual approximations of whole
handshapes—not precise measurements of individual joint angles—to
accomplish their goals. For example, in the existing sign language
literature involving the CyberGlove (e.g. Vamplew 1996, Gao et al.
2000, Wang, Gao & Shan 2002, Huenerfauth & Lu 2010), gloves are
most often used to either capture handshape data for animation, or
build systems for automatic sign language recognition. To accomplish
their goals, these projects only have to differentiate between broad
phonemic distinctions. Handshape phonemes are typically quite
distinct from each other visually, meaning that there is often a great
deal of acceptable variation between them. As a consequence, these
studies have not needed to calibrate their gloves to specific joint
angles. Our ultimate goal, however, is to measure precisely the kind of
variation these sign language reproduction and recognition projects
are able to take advantage of—that is, we want to determine just how
much variation is or is not acceptable between handshape phonemes—
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and for that we need a measurement technique that is both accurate
and precise.
Other glove applications do exist for which precise information
about hand movement is needed. For example, in research involving
dexterous telemanipulation, the detailed finger motions (i.e.
kinematics) captured by the glove must be mapped onto motions of a
robotic tool (e.g. Fisher, van der Smagt & Hirzinger, 1998 Griffin, et al.
2000). Errors in this mapping process can result in a lack of dexterity
and object collisions at the remote location. Unfortunately for us,
because the geometry of the human hand is different from that of
robot hands or other end effectors, telemanipulation studies often
focus on details like fingertip position instead of joint angle.
In our search of the literature, we did find precedent for using
data gloves for goniometric (i.e. joint measurement) purposes. Wise,
et al. (1990) and Williams, et al. (2000) both evaluated data gloves as
potential tools for automating joint angle measurement in clinical
situations (e.g. physical therapy). Wise, et al. (1990) limited their
investigation to finger and thumb flexion and focused mainly on
within-subject repeatability rather than on the accuracy of their joint
estimates across subjects. However, Williams, et al. (2000) evaluated
a wide range of hand characteristics (including flexion and abduction
across all joints) for both repeatability and accuracy as compared to
known joint angles, attaining error rates comparable to those of
traditional goniometry. Because both studies use types of gloves that
are different than ours (Wise et al. used a fiber optic glove and
Williams et al.’s glove was custom made), their work does not help us
directly solve the problem of converting CyberGlove sensor data into
joint angle estimates, but their success suggests that precise angle
measurement using our glove is attainable.
After reviewing tphe relevant literature, we determined that the
problem preventing researchers from doing phonetic research on
handshape variation is no longer a lack of adequate technology;
current glove systems like the CyberGlove are easily able to detect and
record very small changes in hand configuration. What researchers
lack now is a well developed methodology that allows them to
translate the glove’s raw sensor data into useable joint angle
measurements, thus enabling comparisons of variation across
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subjects. The goal of this work is to develop the mathematical models
and calibration techniques needed to perform such translations for a
subset of CyberGlove sensors. We then explore potential applications
for the resulting quantitative handshape data, offering analysis options
that we hope will ultimately afford sign language linguists a better
understanding of how handshapes are produced at a phonetic level.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the CyberGlove, the scope of this paper with respect to the
glove, and the tools we use in our calibration procedures. In Section 3,
we explain both the mathematical models used to convert raw glove
signals into joint measurements and the general calibration procedures
used to inform those models. In Section 4, we implement the
calibration procedures and evaluate their ability to accurately predict
joint angle. Section 5 provides samples of possible data visualization
and analysis techniques as well as example data demonstrating how
this kind of methodology could inform current research questions.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and describes areas for future
research.

2 Equipment
The first step in developing a measurement methodology
adequate for the phonetic comparison of joint angles is to make sure
that the equipment being used is sufficient for the task. In this section,
we describe our choice in data glove, as well as the tools we designed
to calibrate the glove to each wearer.

2.1 Data glove
For this research, we used a right-handed, 22-sensor
CyberGlove (model CG2202; Virtual Technologies Inc.). One
advantage of this model of CyberGlove is that it has more sensors than
many other available data gloves, ultimately giving us the potential to
capture more kinds of phonetic variation across handshapes.
Specifically, this glove has the ability to measure the flexion of each
finger at three joints–the metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP) and the
proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP) and distal interphalangeal joint
(DIP)–and the amount of abduction (spread) between the fingers, as
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well as the flexion, abduction and rotation of the thumb, the arching of
the palm and a variety of wrist movements.
The glove sensors themselves are thin electrically resistive strips
sewn into the glove above specific joint locations (see Figure 1). In
most cases (see below), these strips are long enough to accommodate
the inter-subject variations in glove positioning that results from
differing hand sizes, but they are not so long that they overlap the
adjacent joint. The sensors measure joint angle by measuring the
electrical resistance, which varies as the strip is bent. This
measurement is then converted into an 8-bit digital value between 0
and 255, which is then transmitted to a computer via serial port.1 For
our project, this hand configuration data was collected at a rate of
approximately 50 samples per second, and the programs used to
collect and analyze the data were written using the MATLAB
programming environment.

Figure 1

The CyberGlove (Virtual Technologies Inc.) and the types of sensors

calibrated in this study.
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While the CyberGlove has the capability to measure positional
changes at each of the 22 hand locations mentioned above, only a
subset of these sensors will be discussed here, namely, the MCP
flexion, PIP flexion and abduction (AB) sensors for the four fingers (see
Figure 1). We do not focus our efforts on these sensors because we
feel the remaining sensors will not provide important information—on
the contrary, we are excited by the research possibilities these other
sensors will eventually afford us. However, during our initial
exploration into the glove’s capabilities, we discovered that
determining the relationship between sensor reading and joint angle
was more problematic for some of the glove sensors than for others.
For example, due to their location at the ends of the fingers, the distal
interphalangeal (DIP) joint sensor readings varied more or less during
finger flexion depending on finger length, potentially complicating
cross-subject comparisons.2 Calibration of the thumb sensors is also
particularly challenging due to an additional degree of freedom for the
thumb’s MCP joint (i.e. thumb rotation across the palm) that will
require more elaborate tools than those designed for calibrating finger
flexion and abduction in the current project (see next section).3
Finally, it is difficult to interpret readings from the palm arch and wrist
position sensors because in each case, multiple joints contribute to
variation in sensor values and as such, a description of data from any
of these sensors is often omitted from the literature (e.g. Kessler,
Hodges & Walker 1995; Wang & Dai 2009). By comparison, the MCP,
PIP and AB sensors of the fingers are less problematic to work with. In
addition, the data available from these sensors (i.e. the amount of
flexion/extension and abduction in the four fingers) represents a large
portion of the variation thought to be most useful in representing
handshape phonemes (cf. Brentari 1998, Sandler 1996). For these
reasons, we focused our initial attention on these 11 sensors, leaving
investigations of the other sensors to subsequent work.
Although evaluations of the CyberGlove’s sensory characteristics
are scarce, the literature that does exist—e.g. Kessler, Hodges &
Walker 1995—indicates that CyberGloves in general should be
sufficient for the task at hand. Following their lead, we began by
performing a brief sensor noise evaluation to assess the fitness of our
particular device for experimental use; i.e., we wanted to determine if
the glove sensors or the signal amplifiers introduced unwanted
variation that would affect the accuracy of our joint angle
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measurements. To do this, we sampled the raw sensor readings from
the 11 sensors in question at 50 samples per second for a period of 4
s. During this time, a member of our research team donned the glove
and held it still in one of two hand postures – a spread hand kept flat
on a table or a closed fist (also resting on a table). We also performed
a 4 s test while the glove lay empty on the table. The results agreed
with the findings of Kessler’s group in that we observed very little
signal noise while the glove was motionless—one sensor varied by two
sensor-values for a single sample in the fist position, but no other
sensor reading varied by more than a single sensor-value over any 4 s
period. These results indicated that signal transduction noise (i.e.
extra variation) from the glove itself was minimal, suggesting that our
glove was fit to be used in our joint-measuring endeavors.

2.2 Calibration tools4
As previously mentioned, the majority of data glove applications
require only visual approximations of whole handshapes and as a
result, most existing approaches to data glove calibration require no
special tools—they simply determine the range of useful data values
by requiring subjects to form canonical hand postures (e.g. a closed
fist or an extended hand with and without spread fingers). Because we
wanted to use the glove to measure joint angles in a more precise
manner, we needed calibration tools that could be used to position the
fingers in specific flexion/extension and abduction angles spanning the
entire range of motion. One option would be to use a goniometer (a
hinged tool often used to measure joint angle and range of motion),
however goniometers are imprecise joint-positioning devices because
they are easily bumped away from their intended angle. We therefore
designed a set of light-weight plastic calibration tools, examples of
which can be seen in Figure 2. These tools are sufficiently rigid to
constrain finger joint angles such that they do not exceed their
designated value.
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Figure 2

Examples of calibration tools.

Our flexion/extension tools are similar in design to those
described by Kessler, Hodges & Walker (1995) in that they constrain
the finger to a specific angle when pressed against the dorsal aspect
(back) of the finger (i.e. where the bend sensor is located on the
glove). Unlike their tools, instead of having the two legs of each flexion
tool meet at the vertex of the angle, we allowed room at the vertex for
varying knuckle sizes to obtain a closer fit. The edges were also
designed to be thin enough so as not to interfere with the abduction
sensors. More importantly, we expanded the number of available angle
measurements from Kessler, Hodges & Walker’s four (0°, 30°, 60° and
90°), to sixteen (10° increments from −40° to 110°), including tools
allowing for hyper-extended positions (i.e. negative degrees of
flexion).
Our abduction tools consist of plastic wedges whose long edges
form the desired calibration angles, meeting at a rounded vertex that
accommodates the webbing between fingers. These tools range from
10° to 90° in 10° increments.5 For situations where 0° abduction was
to be measured, we used a thin – but rigid – plastic card similar to a
credit card, since simply asking subjects to "close their fingers"
without the card resulted in considerable trial-to-trial sensor variation.
Finally, to collect data comparing AB with MCP sensor readings
(see Sections 3.1 and 3.2), we use a steeply angled ramp (~80°) with
a thin, rigid, perpendicular constraint (used to define 0° abduction) to
gather flexion and extension ranges at predetermined abduction
angles (pictured in Section 3.2).
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3 Data glove calibration
As discussed in Section 1, one problem that has prevented
researchers from using data gloves in the study of phonetic handshape
variation is that until now a means of translating the raw sensor
readings into accurate joint angle estimates has not existed.
Developing such a translation mechanism is not a straightforward
endeavor due to complex relationships between glove sensor readings
and differences in the glove’s fit across wearers. In other words, there
is no “one-size-fits-all" signal-to-angle conversion chart that will work
in all cases; instead, the glove must be calibrated to each signer
individually, and that information must be fed into an empirical model
(i.e. a series of equations) that accounts for the relationships between
glove sensors. It is only after this translation mechanism is in place
that we are able to use the glove as an angle measuring device in
phonetic and phonological research.
Here, we describe one empirical model that translates the finger
MCP, PIP and AB sensor readings into joint angle estimates, described
generally in Section 3.1 with more technical detail in the Appendix.
Section 3.2 then describes the calibration procedure we have
developed to identify the parameters (i.e. set of variables) required by
that model.

3.1 Data translation model
The data translation model that we defined (see Appendix)
requires two different transformations. As we will show, a simpler one
suffices for flexion/extension sensors while a more complex one is
needed for abduction sensors. The flexion/extension model assumes
linearity (i.e. simple proportionality) in the relationship between the
raw MCP or PIP sensor data and joint angles (Kessler, Hodges &
Walker 1995, Virtual Technologies 1998, Kahlesz, Zachmann & Klein
2004, Wang & Dai 2009). (Linear relationships are desirable in
situations such as these because they greatly simplify the conversion
process.) However, as we show in Section 4, the slopes of these linear
relationships vary across individual sensors and across subjects,
requiring calibration data from each person and for each sensor to
acheive accurate joint angle estimates.
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Unfortunately, the relationship between finger abduction angles
and AB sensor readings is not as straightforward as the
flexion/extension model. Due to the geometry of the AB sensors (see
Figure 1) and the nature of the glove material, the raw AB sensor
readings are influenced by the degree of flexion of neighboring MCP
joints (Kahlesz, Zachmann & Klein 2004, Wang and Dai, 2009).
Further complicating things, preliminary data analysis has found that
while the relationship between abduction angle and AB sensor readings
is reasonably linear when the hand is, for example, flat on the table,
the relationship between these sensor readings and MCP joint motions
curves dramatically. This requires an additional correction factor be
added to the abduction sensor data translation model in order to
account for the undesirable "cross-talk" between flexion/extension and
abduction in any given pair of fingers. Again, the parameters used to
define these complex relationships, as well as information about
subject-specific variation is gleaned from the calibration procedure
described below.

3.2 General calibration procedures
As already stated, the purpose of the calibration procedure we
describe is to identify the parameters, or set of variables, for the
model that converts raw glove data into joint angle estimates.
Calibration must be performed for each individual separately, because
differences in the size and shape of each person’s hand result in
different amounts of bend in the sensors given the same change in
angle. Our calibration procedure consists of two separate types of data
collection. The first is used to identify the 16 model parameters
associated with MCP and PIP finger flexion, and the second identifies
the 12 parameters needed for finger abduction. (For more about these
parameters, see Appendix.) During the first calibration we collect
multiple data pairs for flexion/extension by using a set of "gold
standard" calibration tools (Section 2.2) to place the finger joints in
predetermined postures with known joint angles (e.g. 30°). During the
second calibration procedure, we collect multiple calibration data sets
for abduction by using the calibration tools to constrain finger
abduction at particular angles (e.g. 10°) while the MCP joints on either
side of the AB sensor are either kept flat or moved through their range
of motion, thus providing us with important information about the
interaction between MCP flexion and AB sensor readings. The whole
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calibration process takes approximately 20 minutes and is described in
more detail below.

3.2.1 Flexion calibration
When calibrating MCP or PIP flexion, the subject is first asked to
flex his or her finger at the joint of interest. The researcher then
places one edge of a selected flexion tool on the dorsal (i.e. back) side
of either the hand for the MCP, or the proximal finger segment for the
PIP, centering the vertex of the tool over the joint. The researcher
then extends the distal segment of the finger until it meets the other
edge of the tool (Figure 3). The subject maintains this position while
the glove sensors are sampled. Four flexion angle tools (10°, 30°, 50°,
70°) are used to calibrate each of the eight flexion/extension sensors.
This set includes angles near the minimum and maximum of each
joint’s typical range of motion as well as two internal sample points.
The order of testing within and between joints is randomized to
minimize any potentially-confounding order effects.

Figure 3

Calibration tool placement for MCP or PIP flexion/extension
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3.2.2 Abduction calibration
When calibrating abduction between pairs of fingers, we begin
by collecting abduction data while the MCP joints are all in the same
position, thus allowing us to gain an understanding of the underlying
linear relationship between abduction angle and AB sensor readings.
To collect this data, the hand rests flat on a table, and one (or more)
wedge tools are inserted firmly between the fingers of interest. The
subject is asked to apply pressure against the tool(s), such that the
inner edges of the fingers firmly touch the sides of the tool(s). The
researcher holds the tool(s) in place while the glove data is captured
(Figure 4a). Three abduction angle tools (10°, 30°, 50°) are used to
calibrate each of the three AB sensors. Again, the order of testing
within and between joints is randomized to minimize any potentiallyconfounding order effects.

Figure 4

a) Calibration tool placement for flat-hand abduction, and b) illustration

of abduction curve data collection.

Next, we collect data that captures the complex relationship
between abduction sensor readings and MCP joint motions. We used a
"moving finger" approach to characterize this relationship, illustrated
in Figure 4b. Specifically, we used a combination of abduction wedge
tools and the ramp tool to keep the degree of abduction between the
fingers constant while the MCP joints of each finger, in turn, are
moved between the extremes of hyperextension and flexion (i.e. from
about −30° to 60°). The point of this procedure is to gather the sensor
data corresponding to a given angle of abduction as it combines with
as many MCP positions as possible, thus aiding in our understanding of
the AB-MCP coupling relationship.
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The process begins with the subject placing his or her hand over
the edge of the ramp tool (~80° flexion) with the vertical constraint
between the fingers of interest. The researcher selects one finger to be
the “moving finger” and the hand is adjusted so that this finger lies
flush against the vertical constraint. A constant abduction angle
between the fingers is enforced either by holding the other finger (the
“stationary finger”) against the vertical constraint (representing 0°
abduction) or by inserting one of two specific wedge tools (20° or 30°)
between the stationary finger and the vertical constraint. The other
finger is then moved throughout its range of motion three times as
data is collected continuously from the glove. This sequence is
performed for each MCP joint, at each of the three abduction angles.
The entire sequence is then repeated with the stationary finger fixed at
~20° flexion (obtained by inserting another, wider wedge tool under
the stationary finger and abduction tool).6 By including data collected
from both ~20° and ~80° stationary finger flexion angles into each AB
sensor calibration dataset, this calibration procedure admits a greater
range of recorded values for the MCP flexion angle difference (θf1 –
θf2,, see Appendix) and thus, a more accurate identification of the
coupling relationship between the AB sensor readings and MCP joint
motions.

4 Calibration results and validation testing
Of course, an empirical model and calibration procedure are only
useful to phonetic research if we can demonstrate that they do what
they were designed to do successfully. In this section, we describe an
implementation of the procedures described in Section 3 to calibrate
the data translation model to a cohort of human subjects. We then
evaluate the ability of our procedures to accurately translate raw glove
data into joint angle measurements.

4.1 Participants
Seven subjects (4 female, 3 male) each participated in a single
experimental session in which we performed the calibration procedure
described in Section 3.2 with extra data sets collected for assessment
purposes (see below). Participants ranged in age between 22 and 45
and most were affiliated with Marquette University as students, staff or
faculty.
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4.2 Data collection and analysis
In testing our procedures, our goals were twofold. First, we
wanted to test how good a fit our translation model was to the
calibration data used to create it. For example, if the model assumes a
linear relationship (e.g. Figure 5a), ideally, the calibration data whould
not stray far from the line representing the model. To evaluate this fit,
we computed the Variance Accounted For (VAF) by the model derived
from the four calibration points. VAF is a measure of how well a model
describes the variation in a set of data—in this case, how far the data
points stray from the straight line predicted by the model—and it can
range from 0–100% (100% being a perfect fit). VAF is calculated as:

2
2
where 𝜎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
is the variance of the data, and 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑠
is the variance of
the residuals, i.e. the difference between the actual joint angle values
(the angles prescribed by the tools) and the joint angle values
predicted by the model (e.g. the points along the line).

Figure 5

Flexion/extension sensor calibration. a) Index finger MCP joint (IMCP)

sensor readings for fixed calibration (•), interpolation (◦) and extrapolation angles (△).
The best-fit regression line is shown. b) IMCP calibration lines for each subject (gray)
and the cohort average (black) are displayed along with the population mean ± 1 SD
for each sample point. c) Cohort average calibration lines for the MCP and PIP joints
for each finger.
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Second, we wanted to assess the model's ability to generalize,
that is, to interpolate (make predictions within the range of calibrated
joint angles) and to extrapolate (make predictions beyond the
calibration range). To accomplish this second goal, additional angles
were added to the normal calibration procedure. In the case of
flexion/extension, whereas the normal calibration procedure for the
MCP and PIP sensors only includes four angles (10°, 30°, 50°, 70°),
here we recorded sensor data using an expanded set of tools including
13 angles at the MCP joints (ranging from −30° to 90° in 10°
increments) and 10 angles at the PIP joints (ranging from 0° to 90° in
10° increments). The sampling of flexion angle data was otherwise as
described in Section 3.2 (Figure 3). We then assessed the model's
ability to interpolate within the range of calibration by computing the
model's VAF for the angles {20°, 40°, 60°}. Finally, we assessed the
model's ability to extrapolate beyond the calibration range by
computing VAF for {−30°, −20°, −10°, 0°, 80°, 90°} at the MCP
joints and for {0°, 80°, 90°} at the PIP joints.
In the same way, we also expanded upon the flat-hand
abduction calibration set (10°, 30°, 50°), additionally including {0°,
20°, 40°, 60°} abduction angles. Again, the data sampling was as
described in Section 3.2 (Figure 4a). Next, we used the model
(specifically Eqn 2, Appendix) to estimate the abduction model for the
flat-hand data set. We then assessed the quality of the model’s fit to
the calibration data using VAF computed over the {10°, 30°, 50°}
abduction angles. Finally, we used VAF again with data from 20° and
40° abduction to assess the model's ability to interpolate and using
data from 0° and 60° abduction to assess extrapolation.
Finally, we performed the "moving finger" analysis (Section 3.2,
Figure 4b) for each pair of adjacent fingers with the stationary finger
held at 10°, 30° and 50° abduction angles. All of the data from the
moving finger datasets were used to correct for the MCP joints'
influence on the AB sensors (see Eqns 3a and 3b, Appendix), and then
those corrected values were compared to flat-hand abduction values to
determine the validity of the correction calculations.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Flexion/Extension model As illustrated for a representative
joint in a representative subject (Figure 5a), the assumption of
linearity was valid for the calibration model translating raw
flexion/extension sensor readings into joint angles (Eqn 1, Appendix).
The across-subjects average VAF was high at the four calibration
points for each joint (MCP: 98.9% ± 1.7%; PIP: 99.3% ± 0.89%).
Moreover, the model performed exceedingly well in both interpolation
(MCP VAF: 97.1% ± 3.9%; PIP VAF: 97.9% ± 2.4%) and
extrapolation (MCP VAF: 99.0% ± 0.9%; PIP VAF: 99.2% ± 0.7%)
and thus we are well-justified in using our calculations (specifically,
Eqn 6, Appendix) to estimate flexion/extension angles from raw sensor
values.
As shown for the index MCP joint (Figure 5b), the slope of the
calibration curve varies somewhat across subjects, likely due to
anatomical differneces between hands. This illustrates the need to
perform separate calibrations for each subject. Using a single
calibration for everyone would result in inaccurate estimates at high
and low joint angles We also observed marked differences in the
across-subject average models between the MCP and PIP joint, as
shown in Figure 5c. This demonstrates the need to calibrate each
sensor separately (as opposed to basing data translation on one or two
representitive sensors). Not doing so could result in inaccurate
estimations of flexion/extension angles as derived from raw sensor
values.

4.3.2 Flat-hand Abduction Model Like the flexion/extension model,
the model for abduction when the hand rested on a flat surface was
also shown to be highly linear (Figure 6a, black symbols). The acrosssubjects average VAF was high at the three calibration points (10°,
30°, and 50°) for each joint (IM: 99.9% ± 0.1%; MR: 99.8% ± 0.3%;
RP: 99.9% ± 0.1%).7
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Figure 6

Abduction sensor calibration. a) Flat-hand IMAB readings for fixed

calibration (•), interpolation (◦) and extrapolation angles (△), with calibration line are
shown in black. Calibration data (•) collected with 28.5° differential in MCP (ΔθMCP)
flexion are shown in gray with a solid calibration line. The 28.5° Δθ MCP data (□)
corrected as per Eqn 3b are shown in gray with a dashed calibration line. b) IMAB
sensor data collected using the moving finger approach. △: 10° abduction tool. •
(gray): 20° abduction tool. □: 30° abduction tool. (The thin line for □ reveals
hysteresis in the AB sensor recordings, not modeled using the correction model of Eqn
3b, Appendix.) c) IMAB calibration lines for each subject (gray) and the cohort
average (black) with the population mean ± 1 SD for each sample point. d) Cohort
average calibration lines for all AB joint sensors.

The linear model also performed exceedingly well in
interpolation and extrapolation, except when the largest abduction
tool, 60°, was inserted between adjacent fingers, in which case the AB
sensor frequently reached the limit of the sensors’ dynamic range,
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thus yielding erroneous readings. When the 60° readings were
excluded, VAF was quite high (IM: 99.8% ± 0.1%; MR: 97.2% ±
4.0%; RP: 99.7% ± 0.3%), and thus we are justified in estimating
abduction angles from raw sensor values (Eqn 7, Appendix). However,
when the 60° readings were included, accuracy of the model in
interpolation and extrapolation was compromised at the widest
abduction angles for the MRAB sensor (VAF for IM: 99.8% ± 0.2%;
MR: 92.6% ± 0.2%; RP: 99.6% ± 0.3%), indicating that abduction
angle estimates may not be as accurate at extremely large angles.
(Fortunately, extreme angles such as this are likey to be rare in
natural signing, and therefore the impact of this particular problem on
sign language research should be minimal.)
As with flexion/extension, we observed variability in the
abduction model both across subjects (Figure 6c) and across individual
AB sensors (Figure 6d) suggesting again that each sensor must be
calibrated separately for each subject in order that accurate
estimations of abduction angles may be derived.

4.3.3 Abduction Model Corrected for MCP Flexion When the flexion
angles of the MCP joints surrounding a given AB sensor differed from
each other, the AB sensor readings were different than those obtained
for the same amount of abduction in a flat hand. For example, when
the MCP joints at the two fingers differed by ~30° angle (i.e. 28.5° as
measured by the flexion sensors) as shown in Figure 6a (gray filled
circles and solid gray line), we obtained abduction sensor output
values that were considerably less than those recorded when
calibration was performed with the hand resting on a flat surface
(black line). As previously stated, this difference was due to a
mechanical influence of MCP flexion on the raw AB sensor readings
(see Section 3.1). To correct for this influence, we first characterized
the relationship between AB sensor readings and the difference
between the MCP flexion for the two fingers surrounding the sensor
using the “moving finger” procedure described in Section 3.2. Figure
6b shows six data sets collected for the IMAB sensor using this moving
finger approach, (one for each finger moving with abduction of the
stationary finger held at 10°, 20° and 30°). As shown, the relationship
between AB sensor readings and MCP motion was reasonably
approximated as a quadratic ("U"-shaped) function of the MCP flexion
difference.8 As can be seen in Figure 6a (gray squares and dashed
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line), correcting the original raw sensor values using the quadratic
function in the model (Eqn 3b, Appendix) yielded sensor values
considerably closer to those obtained with a flat hand, thus
demonstrating the validity of this approach.

4.4 Summary
This section showed that the mathematical translation model
and the calibration procedures described in Section 3 perform very
well in predicting joint angles from raw sensor readings. A linear (i.e.
simple) relationship between sensor readings and joint angles for
flexion and extension was not surprising given the success of others
studies making similar measurements (e.g. Kessler, Hodges & Walker
1995, Kahlesz, Zachmann & Klein 2004, Wang & Dai 2009). However,
our abduction model accounts for complex (non-linear) coupling
between the MCP and AB sensors, more so than any previous attempt
we have yet found (cf. Kahlesz et al. 2004, Wang & Dai 2009).
Although our model is not perfect (e.g. it ignores effects such as
degradation at the extremes of the abduction range), it provides a
simple, systematic approach to data glove calibration, marking
considerable progress towards solving this problem by providing a data
translation model that performs well in both interpolation and
extrapolation.

5 Example applications
We now describe potential applications of joint angle calibration
for the study of handshape variation in sign languages. It should be
noted that the data presented here is pilot data used only for
demonstration purposes. Much more data is needed before we can
begin to draw any meaningful conclusions in these areas.

5.1 Participants and brief methodology
Two signers, one hearing and one Deaf, participated in the set
of sample data presented here. The hearing subject (‘Subject 1’) is a
CODA (Child of Deaf Adults) from an extensive Deaf family, learned
ASL from birth, and is employed as an ASL interpreter. The Deaf
subject (‘Subject 2’) grew up signing Signed English and switched to
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ASL in adolescence. Both subjects are active members of Milwaukee’s
Deaf Community and use ASL extensively in their everyday lives.
The two subjects were asked to provide ASL equivalents (using
signs or classifier descriptions) for English words, letters, numbers,
and pictures while wearing the CyberGlove.9 Stimulus items were
shown on a laptop computer via presentation software. Further
methodological descriptions are included in the sections below as
necessary. Glove data was translated into angles using the methods
described in Sections 3, and then plotted using MATLAB software. In
the interest of clarity, only index finger data is presented in most of
the illustrations below, but similar kinds of information were obtained
for the other fingers as well.

5.2 Visualizations
Once we have quantitative data on joint angles in handshape,
visualizing that data becomes a useful tool for analysis. By quantifying
the data and plotting it in various ways, we are able to abstract the
handshape information and distance ourselves from the linguistic
biases often present when observing handshapes from live or video
recorded signing. In this section, we provide examples of two of the
many possible methods available for visualizing handshape data.

5.2.1 Joint changes over time One way of visualizing handshape
data involves plotting joint changes over time (cf. Cheek 2001). In this
way, one can compare the joint angles for specific handshapes as well
as examine the transitions between them. Figure 7 illustrates data
from handshapes used in a description of a polka dotted shirt
(pictured) by Subject 2. The figure shows the joint angle estimates
calculated for seven glove sensors (IMCP, IPIP, MMCP, MPIP, IMAB,
PMCP and PPIP, see Figure 1), chosen because they best exemplify the
handshapes used in the signs of the description. The shaded areas in
the plot indicate the approximate timing for each sign’s articulation,
corresponding to the ASL glosses below, and the handshape pictures
between the plot and the gloss represent the canonical handshapes for
each sign in turn.
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Figure 7

Visualization of joint changes over time for the description of polka dotted

shirt (pictured). Canonical handshapes for the signs used in the description are
presented in line with both approximate duration boxes on the plot (above) and the
glosses for their corresponding signs (below).

As an example of how this type of visualization represents the
data, let us follow the progression of the IMCP joint (solid black line)
throughout the utterance. In the sign for shirt, the index finger is
selected with the MCP joint partially flexed (~40°) as it makes contact
with the thumb in . For the
in yellow, the index finger flexes
further to join the group of closed, non-selected fingers, such that its
MCP joint angle measures between 50° and 60°. The index finger
resumes its selected status for green and black, the MCP joint (after
extending a bit during the transition) returning to ~60° to form the
, and then extending to near 15° for the .10 Finally, this subject’s
index MCP joint hyperextends (~ −20°) as it combines with a flexed
PIP joint (dashed black line) to form the ‘large-dot’ classifier
handshape that was repeated throughout the rest of the utterance.
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One potential benefit for this type of visualization is its
usefulness in analyzing the phonetic influence of the surrounding joints
(or surrounding handshapes) on phonologically equivalent joint
configurations. For example, it is well known that the position of nonselected fingers in a handshape is either “extended” or “closed”
(usually, but not always, in perceptual contrast to the position of the
selected fingers), and that there is a great deal of acceptable phonetic
variation that occurs within those two distinctions (Mandel 1981).
However, very little is understood about the exact nature of this
variation or when it occurs. Plots like the one in Figure 7 allow
comparisons between numerous joint configurations at once—both
across an utterance or at a given moment—which allows researchers
to more easily identify or verify phonetic influences. For instance, in
the sentence illustrated here, the middle finger is non-selected and
extended in both the lexical sign shirt and the classifier handshape
representing ‘large-dot’, but (at least in this particular utterance) the
configuration of this finger is very different between the two
handshapes. For shirt ( ), the MPIP (blue dashed line) and MMCP
(blue solid line) are flexed approximately the same amount (~20°),
indicating a slightly lax extension of the finger as a whole. In contrast,
for the classifier handshape, the MPIP joint is flexed at ~50° while the
MMCP is fully extended (~0°), likely echoing the more pronounced
curved configuration of the selected index finger (PIP: ~60°, MCP: ~
−20°).
Of course, more research is needed to discover how consistent
such relationships are within and across signers, but the ability to
measure multiple joint angles simultaneously across whole utterances
using the data glove allows researchers to do this research much more
quickly (and objectively) than they could by observation alone.
Furthermore, while the number of glove sensors displayed in Figure 7
was limited for the sake of illustration, this type of plot could
potentially represent data from all of the hand sensors, as well as
motion capture data from other parts of the body (see Section 6),
facilitating even more elaborate comparisons. With practice,
researchers could even learn to read these more complex plots, much
as a spectrogram is read for spoken language data.
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5.2.2 Distribution in a “joint space” Another potential visualization
technique is plotting static handshape data within a biomechanically
permissable “joint space”. Similar to the vowel space used for
modeling some spoken languages phonemes (e.g. Lindblom &
Sundberg 1971), a joint space describing handshapes would be based
on the biomechanical (and ultimately, perceptual) characteristics of
the articulators involved (in this case, the finger joints). From this
information, we can draw boundaries based on the anatomical range of
permissible joint configurations, and then handshape data can be
plotted within those boundaries, facilitating the analysis of their
respective distributions. By comparing the locations of contrastive
segments within the vowel space, spoken language researchers have
identified linguistic constraints based on notions of perceptual distance
and relative articulatory ease (e.g. Flemming 2002). Here, by plotting
sign language handshapes within the admissible joint space, we can
gain a better understanding of the articulatory and perceptual
distribution of sign language phonemes, as well as how they are
situated relative to biomechanical boundaries. Defining a hand
articulation space in this way facilitates a mathematically tractable
definition of “distance” between handshapes as well as an intuitive
means to visualize those differences.
Although much more research is necessary to truly understand
the biomechanical limitations in handshape formation, Figure 8
illustrates what such a space might look like for handshapes given a
single set of selected fingers—in this case, where all fingers are in the
same joint configuration. This particular 3-D plot represents the joint
configurations associated with the index finger: flexion of the MCP joint
along the x-axis, abduction between the index and the middle fingers
along the y-axis, and flexion at the PIP joint along the z-axis. The
boundaries of this example space are based on the average dynamic
flexion and abduction ranges of six non-signers, and the data within
the space show the distribution of Battison’s (1978) basic handshapes
utilizing only one set of selected fingers (i.e.
) as produced
in core lexical items by Subject 1 in our sample data. At least for this
sample, the plot shows that distribution of these basic unmarked
handshapes is fairly spread out within the space, in many cases
spreading towards the edges of the available space, much as vowels
do in spoken languages.
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Figure 8

Visualization of handshape distribution within a sample “joint space” for

handshapes utilizing a single set of selected fingers. The handshapes plotted are from
signs using Battison’s (1978) core set, as signed by Subject 1 in core lexical signs.

5.3 Handshape variation
However one chooses to visualize the data (we continue below
by plotting handshapes in a 2-D space using IMCP vs. IPIP flexion),
the type of data made available from these calibration procedures are
invaluable to the study of handshape variation. As stated in the
introduction, most work on handshape thus far has focused on
phonemic distinctions. When researchers have examined phonetic
variation, their results have typically been limited to visually salient
categories of differences, (e.g. pinky extended or flexed). Precise
quantitative production data could benefit both language internal and
cross-linguistic research projects by providing more detailed
information about the nature of the variations observed. In the
sections that follow, we illustrate several ways that our methodology
could be used to inform current research questions in the field of sign
language phonology.
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5.3.1 Comparisons across subjects One way to examine variation is
to simply compare handshape articulation across subjects. Our two
pilot subjects were quite similar in their production of many of the
handshapes we examined, especially for fingerspelling handshapes.
One example of such similarity can be seen in the tightly clustered plot
for all instances of fingerspelled -G- and -Q- handshapes (performed in
isolation) by both subjects (Figure 9, black).11 Conversely, the plot of
fingerspelled -E- (Figure 9, red) shows very different articulations
between the two subjects; Subject 1 had a slightly flexed IMCP
(indicative of the ‘closed E’ handshape variant), while Subject 2’s was
slightly hyper-extended (indicative of the ‘open E’ variant).

Figure 9

Comparison of fingerspelled -E- (red) and -G-/-Q- (black) across

subjects.

Ultimately, of course, it will take data from large pools of
subjects to make reliable claims about group differences, but one
could easily imagine using this technique to identify and track regional
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variation, or even to identify historical processes like “handshape
shifts”, i.e., subtle changes in joint position over time and across
dialects of a language, similar to the vowel shifts studied in spoken
languages. Also, by examining this type of handshape data across
multiple signers for given phonological contexts (i.e. taking into
consideration the surrounding handshapes and/or other phonological
parameters, see Section 6), we can begin to identify which differences
constitute allophonic variations across particular signing populations.

5.3.2 Cross-lexical comparisons One can also use this methodology
to look at how handshapes from specific ranges cluster depending on
the type of sign in which they are used. Using observational evidence,
Padden (1998) and Brentari & Padden (2001) first demonstrated that
the morphological and phonological behavior of handshapes varies
across different parts of sign language lexicons–specifically, between
foreign borrowings (e.g. fingerspelling and initialized forms) and native
signs from the core lexicon. Similar observations have also been made
comparing handshape behavior between core forms, initialized forms
and classifiers (Eccarius 2008, Brentari & Eccarius, 2010).
Eccarius (2008) expanded upon this literature by adding
experimental evidence in support of such differences, using perceived
stimuli.12 This experiment found different morphophonemic boundaries
and (possibly) phonetic perceptual targets, within a particular
handshape range (the “O” range depicted in Figure 10) depending on
lexical category (core, initialized, or classifier). The results confirmed
that there is a meaningful distinction between ‘round’ and ‘flat’
classifier forms at the extremes of the handshape range (something
easily observed by language users), and also indicated that the midpoint handshape is ungrammatical as a shape classifier. In contrast, all
three ‘O’ handshapes were deemed acceptable for core and initialized
forms, although the results suggested that different phonetic
preferences may exist between the lexical types; the results of a
‘goodness’ rating between the three handshapes in different lexical
contexts showed that the flat handshape was less acceptable for
initialized signs than for core forms, suggestingp a rounder phonetic
target for initialized forms over core forms.
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Figure 10

Pilot data for “O” handshapes across lexical group with 95% confidence

ellipses. Red = round classifiers, cyan = flat classifiers, black = fingerspelled -O-,
green = initialized signs, and blue = core signs. Confidence ellipses for ‘S’, ‘C’ and
‘flatB’ handshapes are included for visual comparison.

The glove methodology we propose could be useful for
confirming (or denying) such morphophonemic and phonetic
differences across the lexicon by allowing researchers to examine the
articulatory groupings of handshapes for signs from different parts of
the lexicon. The results from our two pilot subjects illustrate how the
glove data can capture articulatory variation across lexical categories.
Figure 10 shows the handshape plots for the “O” handshapes in our
sample data, as signed in core signs (teach, eat and home), initialized
signs (opinion, office and organization), fingerspelling (-O-), and
classifiers describing and/or manipulating round and flat objects
(round: plumbing pipe, cardboard tube, telescope; flat: envelope).
These plots are surrounded by 95% confidence ellipses for the data
distribution from each lexical group. Confidence ellipses for nearby
handshapes (also from the sample data) are included for the purposes
of visual comparison. As shown in the figure, this data shows a clear
distinction between round and flat classifier handshapes (red and cyan,
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respectively), as well as a tendency for initialized signs (green) to be
rounder than core forms (blue), but not as round as fingerspelled -O(black).13 These results support the earlier perceptual findings,
although a larger data set is needed to verify that these articulatory
tendencies are present for the greater signing population.

5.3.3 Categorical vs. gradient classifier comparisons Another
research question that could benefit from this methodology involves
iconic representation in classifier forms–specifically, do the classifier
handshapes used to depict different sized objects vary continuously or
discretely? Emmorey and Herzig (2003) determined that size and
shape classifier handshapes were categorical when produced by
signers naïve to a specific range of sizes (e.g. different sized pendants
seen in isolation). However, they also found that, at least perceptually,
signers could be sensitive to gradient differences in handshape
(analogous to changes in vowel length to indicate duration, e.g. ‘it was
a looooong time’). Sevcikova (2010, forthcoming) found similar results
for handling classifiers describing the manipulation of different sized
objects (again, presented in isolation) in British Sign Language. The
question now becomes, if asked to describe a series of objects with a
range of sizes, will signers utilize information regarding scale in their
production of classifier handshapes, or will their productions remain
categorical in nature?
The plots in Figure 11 show examples of how this question
might be explored using joint angle data from the CyberGlove. We
showed both subjects pictures of a multi-tiered wedding cake and a
toy with a range of ring sizes (pictured) and then plotted the classifier
handshape data using a density plot.14 On this plot, the warmer the
color (i.e. towards red on the accompanying color scale), the higher
the frequency is for a given set of joint angles (in this case, for the
index finger) over the course of the description. If each of the sizes
were signed using a separate joint combination, we would expect a
separate “hot spot” for the representation of each size (indicating a
longer time spent at each configuration), interspersed with blue (brief)
transitional configurations. However, Figure 11 demonstrates that at
least in the cases shown here, not all of the possible size differences
are being represented. For the wedding cake, each subject’s data
shows only two handshape clusters, despite the fact that both
descriptions contained representations for all five cake tiers. (Subject
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1’s clusters are more distinct due to a quick transition between
handshapes, but Subject 2’s are still apparent in the reddish and
yellow clusters.) For the ring toy, both subjects represented at least
six rings in their signing, but only two (by Subject 2) or three (by
Subject 1) handshapes are apparent from the density plot clusters. As
with the other examples presented here, a much larger pool of data is
needed to draw conclusions on this issue, but we feel that the
methodology presented provides an exciting opportunity for obtaining
such data.

Figure 11

Density plots for handshapes in descriptions of a 5-tier wedding cake

(top) and a ring toy (bottom).

5.4 Additional applications
The example applications presented here are certainly not allinclusive. For instance, it is our hope that the kinematic data
ultimately collected using this type of methodology could be used to
establish handshape “norms” for varying purposes. One important
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application for such norms would be in sign language therapy.
Quantitative data describing the “normal” range of joint movements
used for particular handshapes in a language could help clinicians set
rehabilitation goals, either for Deaf patients after illness or stroke or
for children with motoric sign language deficits (e.g. developmental
apraxia).
Similar norms could also be used in second language/second
modality acquisition research to improve teaching techniques. For
example, Chen Pichler (2011) and her students looked at handshape
variation in signs and gestures by new hearing learners of ASL via a
sign repetition study in attempts to better understand what constituted
“accented” versus “non-accented” signing. Unfortunately, without a
clear understanding of the amount of variation deemed acceptable by
the ASL community at large, it became difficult to differentiate “errors”
from acceptable variation in the new signers. Indeed, Chen Pichler
discusses in her conclusions “the need for more information on
handshape variation in both conventional American gesture and signs
in ASL” (115). The kind of information provided by the kinematic
calibration and recording techniques we describe would not only allow
acquisition researchers to better understand how handshapes are
produced by adult learners of sign languages, but it would also inform
researchers about the amount of variation that is or is not acceptable
in these cases by the signing community.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that while we plan to use this
methodology to analyze sign language variation, this methodology
could also be used for non-linguistic purposes. Being able to precisely
(and automatically) measure joint angle using a data glove would be
useful in clinical or motor analysis applications (cf. Wise, et al. 1990,
Williams et al. 2000) as well as in research studying non-linguistic
types of hand movements such as gesture or grasp.

6 Conclusion
In the past, sign language researchers studying handshape
variation have been limited to using visual observations of data from
video images, but thanks to the commercial availability of data glove
systems like the CyberGlove, this is no longer the case. Until now,
however, no methodology has existed to translate raw glove sensor
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readings into the precise finger joint measurements needed for
quantifiable comparisons of handshape across subjects. In this article,
we have presented a methodology to do just that. We presented our
empirical model and our calibration methods, as well as the results of
data used to test the procedure. Finally, we demonstrated (via pilot
data) potential applications for the resulting quantitative data, offering
analysis options that we hope will ultimately aid sign language
linguists as they seek to understand how handshapes are produced at
a phonetic level.
The procedures presented here are incomplete. Future work will
need to be done to improve the coupling equations – especially for
data with extreme angular differences at the MCP joints (Section
4.3.2). There is also much progress yet to be made in the calibration
procedures for the CyberGlove’s other sensors (e.g. thumb flexion,
abduction and rotation).
We should also note that there are some inherent limitations
involved with data glove use. For example, the gloves themselves are
expensive, and not all researchers may have the financial resources to
acquire them. Also, although our pilot subjects reported very little
hinderance of movement, in cases where researchers desire more
naturalistic signing from their subjects, the glove could prove
unnecessarily cumbersome. Therefore, as useful as glove data will be
for the study of handshape in sign language, using a dataglove to
measure finger kinematics will never replace the need for
observational data. Notation systems for handshapes (e.g. Prillwitz, et
al. 1989, Eccarius & Brentari 2008b, Johnson & Liddell, 2011) will
remain important for the analysis of signing in more naturalistic
settings, or in situations where a glove is not available. Rather, the
information gleaned from phonetic investigations involving the glove
can be helpful in informing researchers about how narrow or broad
their transcriptions should be in those situations based on the specific
research questions being asked.
In addition, data from a data glove alone has its limits for more
extensive phonological analyses. More specifically, in order to make
extensive claims about, for example, allophonic variants or the
relationship between handshape and place of articulation (i.e.
orientation, see Brentari 1998), additional kinematic data is required.
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Fortunately, combining glove systems with other forms of motion
capture technology is relatively easy to do, and once the glove data is
combined with data about other parameters, the research potential is
immense.
Despite these limitations, however, use of data glove systems
like the CyberGlove as a measuring device for joint angle has amazing
potential for the field of sign language phonology. Our goal for this
project was to develop techniques to enable researchers to carry out
such measurements, and we feel that this article describes significant
progress toward that goal.
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Appendix
Here we present the technical details of our translation model.
As explained in the text, the data translation model that we have
defined uses different transformations for flexion/extension and
abduction sensors. The flexion/extension model assumes linearity in
the relationship between joint angle θ and "raw" data glove sensor
values S:

at the two proximal joints (MCP and PIP) within each finger. In Eqn 1,
subscript f can take on four values corresponding to each of the four
fingers (hereafter, I: index; M: middle; R: ring; P: pinky) whereas
subscript j takes on two values corresponding to the two joints of
interest within each finger. Model coefficients af,j and bf,j are
parameters to be identified during the calibration process.
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Ideally, we also would want to characterize a similar relationship
for the AB sensors, which are sensitive to the angular spread ϕ
between pairs of adjacent fingers:

Here, S is a time series of AB sensor readings and the subscript
p can take on three values corresponding to the three pairs of adjacent
fingers (IM: index-middle; MR: middle-ring; RP: ring-pinky).
Unfortunately, the neighboring MCP joints influence the raw AB
sensor readings (see Section 3.1) resulting in a highly nonlinear
relationship. Therefore, instead of including a constant offset dp as in
Eqn 2, the abduction model must instead include a correction factor
g(·) that accounts for "cross-talk" between flexion/extension and
abduction at the two fingers of interest:

As shown in Section 4, the AB sensor readings vary as a
quadratic function of the difference between MCP flexion angles for the
two fingers of interest:

where the α, β and χ are additional model parameters to be identified
during calibration. Eqns 1 and 3 may both be rewritten succinctly in
vector-matrix form as:
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where S is a column vector of N sensor readings, Θ is a regressor
matrix arranged as column vectors and M is a column vector of
parameters to be identified. For flexion/extension (Eqn 1):

where T indicates the matrix transpose. For abduction (Eqns 3a and
3b,):

During calibration (Section 3.2), we collect multiple data pairs
{θf,j, Sf,j} for flexion/extension by using a set of "gold standard"
calibration tools to place the finger joints in a predetermined posture
with known joint angle θf,j. During a second calibration procedure, we
collect multiple calibration data sets {ϕp, θf1, θf2, Sp} for abduction by
using the calibration tools to constrain finger abduction while the MCP
joint on either side of the AB sensor are moved through their range of
motion.
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To form the data vectors required to compute the model
coefficients for flexion/extension (Eqn 4b), we concatenate each of the
calibration angles into a column vector θf,j and the raw data glove
sensor values into a second column vector Sf,j. To form the data vector
Sp for a given pair of adjacent fingers, we concatenate the raw AB
sensor readings at each sample instant from each of 6 abduction
motion trials (3 abduction angles × 2 fixed MCP flexion angles; see
Section 3.2) into a single, large column vector. To form the regressor
matrix, we similarly concatenate the calibration angles ϕp, the
computed values [(θf1 −θf2)2, (θf1 −θf2)] and the scalar constant 1 at
each sample instant into separate column vectors organized side-byside into a 4×R matrix, where R equals the grand total of all sampling
instants across all 6 trials for sensor p.
For both sets of sensor reading vectors S and regressor matrices
Θ, the data translation model's parameters can be identified by
inverting Eqn 4a using least mean squares (LMS) regression:

Note that the flexion/extension model is used for 8 sensors (2
joints × 4 fingers) and has 2 parameters per sensor. The abduction
model is used for 3 sensors and has 4 parameters per sensor. The
data translation model thus includes 28 parameters.
Once all of the model parameters have been identified by the
calibration process (Section 3.2), joint angles θf,j and ϕp can be
estimated directly from raw glove sensor readings Sf,j. For
flexion/extension measurements:

where the asterisk indicates an estimated value. For the abduction
angles:
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where g(·) can be calculated from the MCP flexion angles computed
using Eqn 6.

Footnotes
Because of system software constraints, a reading of ‘0’ never occurs,
making the glove's actual "raw data" output range 1 – 255.
Furthermore, "typical" hands only utilize a range of 40 – 220, thus
allowing for hand sizes outside the norm (Virtual Technologies 1998).
For “atypical” subjects whose hands are able to reach or exceed the
upper and/or lower limits of the range, the offset and gain values for
each sensor can be adjusted using software from the manufacturer,
however they were not adjusted during our data collections so that
comparisons could be made across subjects (cf. Kessler, Hodges &
Walker 1995).
1

Virtual technologies (1998) acknowledges the logistical difficulty of
DIP measurement, and suggests that anyone who does not explicitly
need to know DIP angles should use instead the 18-sensor
CyberGlove, which has no DIP sensors. Such a glove was used in
Kessler, Hodges & Walker (1995).
2

3

Special thumb tools are currently under development.

4

For more information about these tools, please contact the authors.

70°, 80° and 90° are too large to be used between fingers but were
included in the set for use with the thumb in future work.
5

Use of calibration wedges underneath the finger is not recommended
for calibrating finger flexion due to inaccuracies arising from tool
placement difficulties and finger geometry, and should only be done in
cases such as the “moving finger” procedure where MCP flexion is
calculated later from actual sensor readings.
6

7

From this point forward, I = index; M = middle; R = ring; P = pinky.
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We do note substantial deviation from the quadratic form, especially
in the form of "hysteresis" that was sometimes observed (e.g. the thin
loop traced out for one of the two 30° trials using open symbols in
Figure 6b) when one or the other of the moving joints was cycled
through its range of motion. A signal has hysteresis when its value
depends on its own recent history. For example, the IMAB sensor
values in Fig 6c appear to take on markedly different values when the
middle finger MCP joint is flexing vs. when it is extending. We ignored
this complication in the current calibration procedure and
approximated the relationship between AB sensor readings and MCP
motion as a quadratic ("U"-shaped) function of the MCP flexion
difference.
8

Because of differing time constraints for the collection sessions of
each subject, the numbers of data points for some stimulus items may
vary.
9

See Crasborn (2001) for discussion of why the MCP joint for
fully extended in this context.
10

is not

Both used the
handshape for -G- and -Q-, differentiating
between them using orientation.
11

Various aspects of this experiment are also reported in Eccarius &
Brentari (2008a) and Brentari & Eccarius (2011).
12

Because of the free nature of the picture description task (i.e. there
was no guidance about which handshape to use), the classifiers
representing round objects ranged from ‘C’-type handshapes (no
contact between thumb and finger tips) through ‘O’ (contact), to
handshapes nearing ‘S’ (fingers tucked to some degree under the
thumb). Because we currently lack a way of detecting or measuring
contact with the thumb, we included all variants in the figure.
13

In all descriptions, each representation of tier/ring size was visually
identifiable by an altered spacing between the hands and a slight
pause.
14
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